Magazine Website Editing Guide: Landing Page Configuration

Features

Personalities, characters, visionaries, trends, emerging ideas, industry insight, history, evolution and more... Features explore the topics that matter most to the Chicago Booth community with memorable storytelling and insightful reporting.

IN THIS SECTION

- Defining the Magazine Landing Pages
By default when you are ready to add stories to the magazine section, the Interactive team would have setup the structure for each issue.

During this process, the interactive team would have built out landing pages for Features, Conversation, Perspectives and Contributors along with any necessary configurations for the RSS feeds, search and other backend items that content would not be able to configure.

You will need to update all four sections, by associating the current feature image of the magazine (see below).

Click on the insert link located above the field Issue Link to link to the current magazine issue.

Click on the browse button above the feature image to add the current magazine feature image to the landing page.

Repeat the above steps for the remaining landing pages, including the homepage.

Please note: for the home page, you will only need to update the feature image section.